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This information is for illustration and discussion purposes only. It is not intended to be, nor should it be 
construed or used as, investment, tax, accounting, legal or financial advice. This information is confidential, is 
intended only for intended recipients and their authorized representatives and may not be distributed to any 
other person without Satovsky Asset Management, LLC’s (“SAM”) prior written consent. This material is as of the 
date indicated, is not complete, and is subject to change. Additional information is available upon request. No 
representation is made with respect to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of information and SAM 
assumes no obligation to update or revise such information. Certain information has been provided by and/or 
is based on third party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified and 
SAM is not responsible for third-party errors. This information is not a recommendation, or an offer to sell, or a 
solicitation of any offer to buy, an interest in any security. No representation is made that any client will or is 
likely to achieve its objectives, that SAM’s strategies, investment process or risk management will be successful, 
or that any client will or is likely to achieve results comparable to any shown or will make any profit or will not 
suffer losses or loss of principal. Investing involves risks.

SAM is a Registered Investment Advisor. Registration of an Investment Advisor does not imply any level of skill 
or training.
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Disclaimers



Structured Notes are contracts with counterparties, usually large banks (e.g. JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs, 
Citigroup, and others), who agree to pay the buyer a certain return based on the performance of an underlying 
assets or security, most commonly a stock index.

There are four key parts to a Structured Note:

Term – every Structured Note has a specific maturity date. Typical terms range from 2-5 years, but the range 
can extend from 1 month to 10 years. 

Reference asset – a Structured Note’s performance is linked to the price return of a reference asset such as a 
stock index, but also can include individual stocks and ETFs, interest rates, commodities, and other securities 
that have a liquid derivatives market.

Protection – protection is the primary reason why investors are drawn to Structured Notes. We’ll discuss this in 
more depth on the next slide.

Payoff – payoffs are often divided into two categories: Growth or Income. We’ll discuss this later as well.  
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Introduction
What are Structured Notes?



Structured Notes absorb the whole loss if the loss in the underlying reference asset is below the protection level.  
For example, if the protection level is 30% and the underlying asset declines by less than 30% at the end of the 
term, the holder of note will get their full principal back.
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Protection

*Payoffs above are for income notes, but protection works the same way for growth notes
**30% shield used as an illustration; actual amount of protection is customizable and varies per note.

Source: Halo Investing.

Soft Protection: Amount up until the shield is 
protected; everything after the shield is a full loss 
(e.g., if underlying is down 31% and the shield is 
30%, buyer still has 31% loss)

Hard Protection: Amount up until the shield is 
protected; everything after the shield is a loss 
less the shield (if the shield is 30% and the 
underlying is down 31%, the return of the note is 
a loss of 1%)



In positive return scenarios, growth notes pay a percentage of the price appreciation of the reference asset at 
maturity, say, for example, 90% of the S&P.

Income notes typically pay a fixed rate at a predetermined frequency (say for example 8%), similar to how a typical 
bond yield works. 
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Payoffs

Source: Halo Investing.



Contact Your SAM Financial Advisor If
You Have An Interest In Learning More

Phone: 212.584.1900
webinquiry@satovsky.com

Satovsky Asset Management, LLC
232 Madison Avenue, Suite 400

New York, NY 10016
satovsky.com


